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Electricity Key Vocabulary

1 electricity A form of energy resulting from charged
particles.

2 component Items connected by a wire which electric
current can flow through and give a desired
result. For example, an LED may light up,
and a buzzer may make a noise.

3 break A problem that means the energy current
is unable to flow around the circuit and
stops the device from working.

4 simple 
circuit

A system that consists of a current source
(battery), conductors (wires) and a
component such as a lamp. It is a closed
path that electrons can flow freely around.

5 electrons Particles that carry a charge around a
circuit, through the wires, from the
negative end of a battery to the positive
end.

6 switch A device for making a break in an electrical
connection.

7 design An initial idea to develop how the circuit
will look and what we could use to improve
its function.

8 test To work out whether there are any
mistakes in a circuit for it to function
correctly.

9 evaluate To describe what worked within the circuit
and ways to change or improve the design
for next time.

Key Knowledge

1 Electricity is a type of energy
created when tiny particles called
electrons travel through a
material.

2 Electric charge can power
components such as bulbs,
causing them to light up.

3 Electricity can only flow through
conductors, not insulators. Metal
is a good conductor.

4 A break in a circuit can result in
the device not functioning
correctly as the electrons can
not flow freely around the circuit.

Super Scientists
‘Light-up Christmas 

cards’
Using their recent knowledge learnt over the course of the 
last two terms, the children will create a light up Christmas 

card design incorporating a circuit and a variety of 
components including LED’s into their chosen design –

perhaps a snowman where his buttons light up, Rudolph 
and a shiny red nose or even a Christmas tree with twinkling 

lights or a star!


